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Currently, the topsy turvy world of shipping does present increasing challenges
and dilemmas to listed companies some of which will be touched upon below:

SANCTIONS

The invasion of Ukraine by Russia and the subsequent series of sanctions
imposed by many western nations, have resulted in a few dilemmas for some
companies. Should they trade with Russia and enjoy high incomes for lawful
trades or play it safe? Should they profit directly or indirectly from the new
flow of Russian exports to East and the West or to countries not participating
in the sanctions or turn their backs to this opportunity? Should they carry
previously sanctioned Russian cargos if they have been routed via nonparticipating countries, who then re-export them to the West or abide by the
actual essence of sanctions? It is self-evident that different listed companies
have adopted different policies.

The dilemmas could be extended to purchasing Russian tonnage from Russian
sanctioned entities. Some have chosen to do so openly, as such purchases

were considered to have been legal and in line with the underlying intentions
of the sanctions whilst others chose to stay away.
It can be argued that as long as a trade is legal, the carriage of Russian cargos
and/or acquisition of Russian tonnage is within the remit of listed companies
wishing to maximise their income and earnings per share as part of their
efforts to maximise profits.

DIVIDENDS

Another area where listed companies have different policies, lies with their
dividend policies. Some provide no or token dividends wishing to utilise
potential dividend funds for the company’s investments and financial
requirements. They argue that the declaration of dividends weakens
companies, whilst utilising such funds promotes greater potential returns to
shareholders over time. It is argued that shareholders should be looking for
the overall returns on their investments that are generated and flow through a
higher share price. Other listed companies have a policy of seeking to
maximise dividends by keeping a regular substantial flow of dividends. It is
argued that shareholders appreciate hard cash and not only earnings per share
and a potentially higher share price. After all, in the absence of dividends, the
realisation of any gains would entail the sale of all or part of each shareholder’s
shares.

In my view, there is no right and wrong policy over dividends. The policies,
however, should be consistent and communicated clearly to shareholders, who
can then steer their investments towards those companies that meet their
own investment criteria.

BUY BACK COMPANY SHARES

At a time when companies find themselves with spare liquidity and / or
observe a significant variance between the market price of their shares and
their net asset values, a number of companies have sought to buy back issued
shares from the market. In this way, earnings per share improve and the price
differential might reduce. These bought up shares and more could be offered
to shareholders in due course, when a need for additional liquidity, often
linked to an investment, might arise.

Other companies do not follow the above buy back share schemes, as they
might be worried that they could be accused of share manipulation. As such,
buy back schemes are approved by shareholders and announced beforehand,
they are perfectly legal but each company may choose to adopt them or not.

DILUTIVE SHARE ISSUES

Dilution is an area of controversy with listed companies. Ideally, a company
should grow and acquire more vessels via its generated liquidity and possibly
refinancing, where appropriate. In this way, shareholders’ dilution cash be
avoided or minimised. However, such policy may result in a slower rate of
growth by a company than is envisaged by its management and perhaps
shareholders. It can further be argued that raising equity is a natural method
for listed companies of raising capital and one of the main justifications for
being publicly listed. It is important to ensure that the new shares issue is
incremental to the share capital rather than overwhelming in size and that it
has relevance to both the market price and NAV per share.

The vast majority of share issues are not controversial and are well thought out
and communicated to the shareholding base. Where there are some issues,
they relate to deep discount share issues. Traditionally, such share issues were
adopted to protect a company when facing adverse market and liquidity
conditions, which necessitated the support of shareholders. However, there

have been some instances of deep discounted share issues, in order to achieve
faster growth as part of a company’s investment strategy. Such companies
argue that the market offers immediate opportunities to acquire additional
assets that would be lost if there is a delay.

The above logic needs to be communicated clearly to shareholders, who
invariably would feel that they have little option but to participate in such deep
discounted share issues, as the company’s share price would have already
reflected the effects of such a scheme. Where new listed companies are spun
off with one or a few vessels, in order to achieve critical mass, such companies
need to grow fast and successive share issues should not come as a surprise to
shareholders. It is best that companies communicate with shareholders and
lay out their strategy, including the use of raising capital from the market.
Seeking not to surprise shareholders must be an objective but it is inevitable
that “you cannot please all shareholders all of the time”.

USE OF WARRANTS

Often, small listed companies resort to the issue of warrants together with the
issuance of new shares, as an inventive to shareholders and their investment
firms backing the issue. It is argued, with some merit, that for a small
company, this is the only way to generate interest in placing such shares by
offering the upside potential of warrants. Nevertheless, such warrants are
dilutive and need to be well considered as to their use. Some companies never
use them as a matter of principle, whilst others do and justify their use by the
swift realisation of the company’s investment plan.

The above are just some of the challenges and options faced by listed
companies. The main underlying philosophy must be for shareholders to be
fully aware of each listed company’s investment position, in relation to these,

so that shareholders can be in a better position to select the company that
suits their own risk / reward profiles and expectations.

